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Getaway for your transformation which can change your life. Join us as we take you to various beautiful, unique and
inspiring locations around Australia and the World. This is your opportunity to change and we are excited and honoured
to be a part of your journey.

The Lopsided Triangle Having survived his first experience on the battlefield, Getaway eventually discovered
that he showed several of the Signs of Affinity , seemingly-supernatural traits that supposedly marked him as
one of the few Transformers "worthy" enough to carry the Matrix of Leadership. Twenty Plus One Over the
years, these traits snowballed into a toxic variation on the Cybertronian personality disorder known as primus
apotheosis: Arm the Lonely Stuck in a trench with three complainers. Getaway is planning his escape even as
we speak. Blaster A few centuries later, Getaway joined the Autobot Diplomatic Corps , a front organization
for the covert Special Operations division. The two became close friends, and Getaway would often playfully
jab "bomp" Skids on the chin, an in-joke that Skids found patronizing. When it became clear that Tyrest had
become unhinged and needed to be removed from the Autobot ranks, Prowl ordered Getaway and Skids to
hunt the Chief Justice down, equipping the pair with a nudge gun would implant within Tyrest the impulse to
resign from his position. After they tracked Tyrest to his secret staging ground- Luna 1 , Skids successfully
made the shot. Eventually, Getaway got a full picture of what Tyrest was planning, discovering that he
planned to build and activate a " universal killswitch " that would terminate any Transformers that were
constructed cold. Filling in the Blanks They say that first impressions are always the hardest to forget. The
Divided Self Skids had followed protocol after escaping, wiping his own memories, and thus was unable to
recognize his old partner. Unfortunately, the Chief Justice had managed to reverse-engineer a "weapon of
mass-suggestion" from the thought bullet that was used on him, paralyzed the Autobots with it, and activated
the killswitch. Having been constructed cold himself, Getaway spasmed in agony on the ground as the
killswitch began its lethal work. This Calamitous Life The next day, Rodimus and Getaway ventured back to
the initial spark "hot spot" the Lost Light crew had discovered upon first landing on Luna-1, only to discover it
had gone dark and would not reignite. The Sound of Breaking Glass You say that now, but just wait After
Ultra Magnus had been left in charge of the Lost Light, he and Getaway were summoned by Brainstorm to one
of its shuttle bays, discussing how Magnus was attempting to "soften his image. Getaway was awed by the
very fact that they even had a piece of Metroplex aboard, let alone what it was currently doing. Going from
what Tyrest had once upon a time told Getaway about Titans being interconnected, Brainstorm theorized that
Metroplex was somehow communicating with them and nudging the Lost Light in a certain direction. Into the
Abyss This proved to be the moment that Getaway had his epiphany: Disembarking at a nearby drydock
simply led them in a circle, and the group arrived back at the Rodpod in time for it to explode, courtesy of an
Ammonite stowaway. After an attempt to interrogate the bomber Ammonite â€” which ended with the
questionee self-destructing â€” the group of Autobots encountered the Camiens Nautica and Chromia ; The
Dead Are Not Enough Getaway defused the tension by pointing out the two newcomers were Autobots. He,
Whirl , and Skids engaged the Ammonite swarm while the others went to meet with Windblade. The
Becoming When billions of Ammonites invaded, Getaway joined in the defense of Cybertron as Bumblebee
led a team to face Shockwave , the mastermind behind the whole affair. The pair came up with a plan to
blackmail him into surrendering his position by tricking him into violating the confidential vote he had held to
determine if he should remain as captain, but he failed to take the bait. Towards Peace Then it became clear
that Megatron , who had chosen to join the Autobots at the conclusion of the "Dark Cybertron" crisis, would
receive a suspended sentence and co-captaincy of the Lost Light. The Lopsided Triangle Getaway wears a
literal shadow to aid in literary foreshadowing. Getaway gave Tailgate an affectionate "bomp" on the chin,
unaware of Cyclonus storming out of the bar in disapproval. All of this was interrupted when the spaceship
began to vanish, and the pair found themselves drifting in space in the Rodpod with the other Autobot
castaways. Getaway admitted to being a M. This left Getaway as part of the remaining crew, who proceeded to
stumble upon a destroyed Lost Light. Twenty Plus One They split up to investigate and Getaway and Skids,
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together again, searched the wreckage. En route, they talked about their issues with Megatron and that they
worried they would stop hating him because his death toll was too big to process. Things took a macabre turn
when they caught up with Riptide and found a huge pile of mutilated corpses of their fellow crewmembers,
corpses that indicated the Decepticon Justice Division had been through. Any crew member that would not
was shot with the "nudge gun" and forgot all about the conversation. Getaway arranged to go fishing for
Legislator parts in the oil lake with Tailgate 50 points for a head! When Nautica said Rung had implied he
ghostwrote it "just now", Getaway passive-aggressively insulted Rung as boring and tried to "bomp" his way
out of it when Skids objected. It was just a joke, Skids, geez! Okay, I hear the NZ accent Later, a fatigued
Getaway was found resting by Nightbeat and both of them found a panicked, screaming Ravage. After
Rodimus and Megatron accidentally took care of the entire infestation, Getaway joined the rest of the crew for
a disco party. While pleased with the ease of this particular manipulation, Getaway then shared his thoughts
on their next interviewee, the temporarily awake Thunderclash, believing him to be nothing more than a
glorified trophy cabinet. Indeed, Getaway would later scoff at how readily the popular Autobot agreed to the
plans for a mutiny. In order to finish the ceremony Getaway told Tailgate that he would need to prove his
commitment with a spectacular demonstration of his love. Getaway later met with Whirl and Atomizer after
Whirl started having second thoughts about the plan. The Lopsided Triangle Oh, he will. After Chromedome
used his mnemosurgery skills to find out who put Tailgate up to it, Ultra Magnus arrested both Getaway and
Atomizer. Getaway had Atomizer contact General Neech of the Galactic Council to inform him they were
stranding Megatron and were free to move in. He contacted the Galactic Council to try and amend their
agreement to allow for the safety of the stranded Autobots, but the only response the Council was prepared to
give him was that they made no such promise to do so and refused his attempts to deal with them. Filling in
the Blanks In spite of his braggado, he may have felt guilty about sacrificing so many Autobots. Getaway was
briefly alarmed when a distress signal came in, though when he learned it was only from the Frayians , he
claimed that aiding them would only be a "distraction" now that their goal was in sight and that was why they
had gotten rid of Rodimus. An incensed Thunderclash snapped at Getaway, and then the transmission from
Rodimus that Getway had been afraid of was broadcast to everyone gathered, announcing the stranded crew
mates would soon be executed by the Decepticon Justice Division and that Getway was responsible. The
panicked Getaway deleted the rest of the transmission, claiming it to be fake and asked for everyone but
Atomizer and Thunderclash to clear the room. Unable to come up with a convincing lie to discredit the
transmission, once Thunderclash declared that he was going to round up volunteers for a rescue mission,
Atomizer incapacitated him with an arrow and Getaway then emptied his nudge gun onto Thunderclash,
knocking him into stasis, before unloading a final blast onto the eavesdropping Riptide. Sunder was happy to
help He prepared his gun, but was decked across the face with a glass by an invisible Mirage. Full Circle
Getaway confronted Riptide, who had apparently been unaffected by the nudge gun, seemingly due to the gun
running dry after repeated use on Thunderclash. His ego bruised, Getaway decided to have Mirage and the
Protectobots placed in memory loops as well. In order to pay Sunder for the arrangement, he again blasted
Riptide with the nudge gun, intending to make him forget how to transform, and threw him in the
scraplet-filled oil reservoir. Filling in the Blanks He almost immediately went on to talking about the need to
hire a new, outside security agent, thinking of offering Star Saber protection and making the crew change
course to collect him despite being extremely close to Cyberutopia , only to find that sissy Atomizer asking if
he had to be so cruel when he defeated people. Getaway made a note to fix him for that. Thunderclash, in
particular, would be one of his grateful constituents. When Getaway began a speech to Froid about his own
worthiness citing his Matrix affinity, among other things , the psychotherapist tried to get a rise out of him by
saying this was an early sign of Primus apotheosis. To re-establish his dominance of the ship and shut
Atomizer up, Getaway took his compatriot to the medical ward and forced him to execute a Protectobot, on
grounds that this would prevent them from combining if they escaped. When the deed was done, he informed
Atomizer that he had now "gone too far" just as Getaway himself had. Terrified, Getaway vainly tried to sway
Thunderclash back to his side and was decked for his trouble. Star Saber came to his rescue and slaughtered
his way through the escapees. For this, Getaway killed him by tearing his body apart and demanded Sunder
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make his security team believe Thunderclash had done the deed. Having lost everything â€” his new position
with the Grand Architect and his dream of finding Cyberutopia â€” in one fell swoop, Getaway prepared to
take himself, Rodimus, and the ship out with one blow, accusing his enemy of feigning his emotions to justify
meting out revenge on Getaway As Rodimus and Cyclonus struggled to douse the fire, Getaway regained
consciousness and prepared to stab Cyclonus in the back with his own sword. Believing that Primus had come
to finally bestow the title of Primehood upon him, Getaway took his hand Uprising Snapper referred to Stiletto
as making "like Getaway". Cultural Appropriation Commercial appearances Getaway, Slapdash , and Joyride
were shocked to discover that the Decepticons had developed Powermaster technology as well when they
encountered Dreadwind and Darkwing while out for a drive. The three Autobots used their Nebulan partners
to transform to robot mode and fight back. They were soon joined by Optimus Prime and his own partner,
Hi-Q who provided additional firepower against the Decepticons. He was quickly corrected by another
Autobot, and Quickswitch made use of his many modes to help the Autobots overpower the Decepticons.
They were only saved from certain doom when Optimus Prime arrived and drove both of the Decepticons off.
End of the Road Toys.
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Transformational Getaways - Retreats, Festivals & Other Cool Getaways has 1, members. This group is for people
around the world who are offering and.

Area Activities Directions You deserve a vacation that will help you transform your health as you celebrate
the good things in life- delicious, healthful food, luxurious surroundings, a serene atmosphere â€” and the
opportunity to learn from a world-renowned nutritional expert. So many people return to Dr. They come to
begin, or strengthen, their understanding of the Nutritarian lifestyle. They come to enjoy the support of others
who follow this life-changing eating style. They come to experience the beautiful resort amenities. They come
to be inspired. Fuhrman has chosen the Sunshine state of Florida for his next Deluxe Health Transformation
Getaway, which will take place July , , at the elegant and exclusive Saddlebrook Resort, located just outside
Tampa. In their free time, guests can enjoy all that the Saddlebrook Resort has to offer, including golf, tennis,
the beautiful outdoor pool and their luxurious spa. Luxuriate in upscale surroundings. When it comes to their
personal comfort, guests will enjoy the sweet life â€” or rather, suite life, as their accommodation options will
be one- or two-bedroom suites. Each suite offers a spacious living room, separate dining area and a
fully-equipped kitchen with a serving bar. And the best part Both bedrooms within the Two-Bedroom Suite
are completely private and offer thier own dressing area and marble bathroom. See the Pricing Tab for
additional information. This is the vacation you deserve. Book your space today. What is the address of the
hotel? Check-in is at 4pm. Check-out is at 11am. How far is the airport from the hotel? Saddlebrook is located
one mile east of I at exit , 30 miles north of Tampa International Airport Q: Is there transportation available
from the airport to the hotel? Shared Ride Service â€” up to 30 minute wait from the time baggage is claimed.
Departing the Resort - Your Return Trip: The Shared Ride Service is available to leave Saddlebrook Resort at
the top of the hour, by reservation. Does the resort have internet? Yes, the resort has complimentary internet in
guest rooms and public areas. Is there a parking fee at the resort? Saddlebrook is a valet parking only resort.
Attendees will receive a discount on valet parking. What other activities are available at the hotel? When you
are not attending Dr. Luxurious cabana rentals stocked with amenities and an array of sundries from towels to
sunscreen at The Swim Shop. Two additional pools, including the Serenity Pool reserved for adults 18 and
over. Are there things for kids to do at the resort? Kids, grab your swimsuit and sneakers and join the
counselors for a fun-filled day at one of the best family-friendly Florida resorts. Advanced registration is
required as space is limited. Is there a spa? Yes, there is a spa. Daily admittance fee to the steam room,
whirlpool, sauna and shower facilities is waived when confirming a spa treatment. Is there a fitness center?
There is a 3,square-foot Fitness Center equipped with everything you need for a great workout, including
advanced cardiovascular and strengthening equipment from Cybex, Life Fitness, Woodway and other top
brands. Also offered are pre-arranged fitness activities ranging from yoga and Pilates classes to morning
power walks and boot camps. The Zoo emphasizes endangered, threatened and vulnerable species from
climates similar to that of the Tampa Bay region, with park areas devoted to Asia, Africa, Australia and
Florida. The mix of museums, restaurants, and parks makes the Tampa Riverwalk a must-experience part of
any visit. You will enjoy a leisurely 2 hour cruise down the Anclote River into the Gulf of Mexico. The
captain will narrate the entire trip where you will learn about the history of Tarpon Springs and the famous
Sponge Docks. The Dolphin Adventure Island Cruise includes looking for Dolphin, manatee, sea turtles, fish,
tropical foliage, and other local wildlife. You will land on the Island where you can get an up close view of the
lighthouse, stroll the beach, look for shells or even take a dip! Beyond the above hours and for all other resort
information call
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Chapter 3 : Transformative Tucson: Renewal in the Sonoran Desert |
Transformative Getaways: For Spiritual Growth, Self-Discovery, and Holistic Healing [John Benson] on
blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Presents a definitive guide to more than three thousand
spiritual and holistic adventures, vacations.

Tucson is an attractive destination for wellness-focused travelers because of our spectacular location in the
heart of the Sonoran Desert, great climate including more than sunny days per year and easy access to outdoor
activities and healthy, local foods. Sunny days, gorgeous scenery and clean air inspire visitors to explore our
many hiking and biking trails, play a round of golf or marvel at the starry nights. Miraval This Arizona refuge,
a place where the sun always shines, welcomes guests to escape, renew, improve and connect. Located on
acres of desert, this property offers a wide array of wellness experiences from their renowned equine therapy
to immersive experiences and retreats designed with a purpose. Miraval offers more than complimentary
wellness activities, lectures and fitness classes weekly. Start your day with an intention and take time to
slowly walk the labyrinth. Take a two-hour hike, a challenge course activity, Go Mountain biking, running, or
take an easy walk. After recharging with a hearty lunch, take time for introspection. Unwind with a creative
cocktail at the Brave Bill Lounge. Savor a four-course dinner in the Cactus Flower Restaurant. Slow down,
relax, and sleep well. Most Popular Weekly Package: Miraval 5th Night Free Package: Try Vasudhara, a
unique service embracing the weightlessness of water and the deeply relaxing stretches of Thai massage. Eyes
are shielded to block all light. Suspended and adrift in darkness, this is an opportunity to let go of all that binds
you. Floating in heated water, powerful underwater speakers bathe your senses in vibration and relaxing
sound. Muscles lengthen, joints open, as the traditional movements of Thai massage and the weightlessness of
water take you more deeply into stretches than you expect. Want to become a more conscious eater? Sign up
for Conscious Cooking where you will learn to use leftover pieces of vegetables, fruits, and animals, to cook
creatively and reduce food waste. Start the day in the stunning Sonoran Desert with a group hike or walk. Try
something new such as aerial hammock yoga. Gain insight into individual genes and learn how to create an
eating lifestyle that works with your DNA. After lunch, meet with a board-certified physician. Spend the
afternoon exploring the grounds and walk the labyrinth or visit the Meditation Garden. Enjoy dinner in the
Canyon Ranch Grill and end the day with a night walk. Learn how to use night vision technology to explore
the desert and the night sky. This program allows guests to focus on their unique interests, concerns or
intentions. Canyon Ranch recently added a selection of aesthetic treatments including injectibles, fillers, and
eyelash enhancements as well as micro-needling, derma-planing, and chemical peels to enhance beauty.
Chapter 4 : Getaway - Transformers Wiki
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 5 : Detox Retreats and Spas
The Transformation Cards and Guidebook are now at the printers. This is a preview of the Guidebook Cover and the
Transformation Cover. Looking forward to receiving them soon.

Chapter 6 : Travel Genres - DA Luxury Travel
Dr. Fuhrman has chosen the Sunshine state of Florida for his next Deluxe Health Transformation Getaway, which will
take place July , , at the elegant and exclusive Saddlebrook Resort, located just outside Tampa.
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Chapter 7 : Chattanooga country getaway | United States | Couples Wellness Retreat
Book Now Transformative Journey packages start at $2, Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. the secluded resort
is particularly great for those in search of a romantic weekend getaway.

Chapter 8 : The Pearl Laguna Beach | Luxury Yoga, Hiking, Cleansing & Weight Loss Retreat
Leisure Getaways. Celebrate you and do it your way. Honeymoons. Transformative Adventures. Experience the
unexpected on a one-of-a-kind adventure. Premium Air.

Chapter 9 : Use Experiential Travel to Get More Out of Your Next Active Vacation | Shape Magazine
A popular, off-the-grid getaway since , Sewall House in Island Falls, Maine offers several yoga disciplines along with
massage and sauna sessions. The idyllic setting is also ideal for canoeing, kayaking, swimming, hiking or just meditating
on the porch.
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